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A high definition Mueller 
polarimetric endoscope for tissue 
characterisation
Ji Qi1,2 & Daniel S. Elson1,2
The contrast mechanism of medical endoscopy is mainly based on metrics of optical intensity and 
wavelength. As another fundamental property of light, polarization can not only reveal tissue 
scattering and absorption information from a different perspective, but can also provide insight into 
directional tissue birefringence properties to monitor pathological changes in collagen and elastin. 
Here we demonstrate a low cost wide field high definition Mueller polarimetric endoscope with minimal 
alterations to a rigid endoscope. We show that this novel endoscopic imaging modality is able to 
provide a number of image contrast mechanisms besides traditional unpolarized radiation intensity, 
including linear depolarization, circular depolarization, cross-polarization, directional birefringence and 
dichroism. This enhances tissue features of interest, and additionally reveals tissue micro-structure and 
composition, which is of central importance for tissue diagnosis and image guidance for surgery. The 
potential applications of the Mueller polarimetric endoscope include wide field early epithelial cancer 
diagnosis, surgical margin detection and energy-based tissue fusion monitoring, and could further 
benefit a wide range of endoscopic investigations through intra-operative guidance.
Endoscopes are pivotal devices for non-invasive diagnostic investigation and minimally invasive image guided 
surgery, and novel image contrast mechanisms that can improve tissue characterization as well as specificity and 
sensitivity of detection are highly desirable. The overwhelming majority of medical endoscopes detect contrast 
from the fundamental interactions between light and biological tissue, inclusive of absorption, elastic scattering, 
and increasingly commonly, fluorescence. In essence, the images are obtained based on the fundamental proper-
ties of Electro-Magnetic waves, namely, the radiation intensity and wavelength. Another fundamental property 
of light, the polarization, can not only reveal tissue scattering and absorption information from a different per-
spective, but is also able to provide a fresh insight into directional tissue birefringence properties induced by ani-
sotropic micro-structures such as collagen and elastin, the changes of which are significant pathological features. 
Therefore, if an endoscope could acquire the complete polarization properties of tissue, an additional contrast 
mechanisms would be realised and become available for tissue diagnosis and surgical treatment.
Biological tissue is highly scattering and incident polarized photons that are singly scattered or undergo a 
small number of scattering events near the tissue surface maintain this polarization state, while those multiply 
scattered penetrate deeper and are depolarized. This principle has been applied to select single-scattering spectra 
from multiply-scattered backgrounds for cell nucleus and cytoplasm size characterization1 and for in situ in vivo 
early cancer diagnosis2. This approach can reveal features at superficial depths such as blood vessels for micro-
circulation imaging3, or to increase image contrast near the tissue surface4. A few endoscopes that can resolve 
linear polarization states were also designed and demonstrated2,5,6 by using a pair of parallel and orthogonal 
linear polarizers for detection with respect to illumination polarization. This type of approach can only be applied 
to isotropic tissues that do not demonstrate any birefringence, dichroism or anisotropic linear depolarization, 
because linear depolarization images for anisotropic tissues are dependent on the sample orientation and the 
incident polarization direction resulting in bad reproducibility. They also lack of the ability to the properties of 
image circular depolarization, dichroism and birefringence.
Birefringent anisotropic structures and compositions are widely found in many tissue types7. One example 
tissue component is collagen, a major structural protein found in the extracellular matrix. The detection collagen 
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structural content and organisation is of great importance for diagnosis of a variety of diseases including cancer8. 
Normal endoscopes that are insensitive to polarization and endoscopes that detect linear depolarization only are 
not able to reveal useful tissue birefringence information. To date, the most feasible birefringence-compatible 
endoscopic techniques are based on polarization sensitive optical coherence tomography (PS-OCT), but these 
are unable to detect depolarization properties due to the fundamental limitations of interferometry9,10. The point 
by point nature of the acquisition also limits its application in clinical practice due to the challenges in rapid 
acquisition and miniaturisation.
A Mueller matrix is a complete mathematical characterization of an object’s polarization properties. All the 
primary polarization characteristics, including linear depolarization, circular depolarization, directional bire-
fringence, optical rotation and diattenuation etc., can be quantitatively interpreted from a Mueller matrix11,12. 
Mueller polarimetric imaging records spatially-resolved Mueller matrices over a field of view, which is emerging 
as a novel tissue imaging technique with potential to i) detect early cancer13–16, ii) to evaluate cancer progression17, 
iii) to evaluate residual cancerous tissue after radio/chemo-therapy18, iv) to monitor local structural disorders of 
the bladder wall caused by partial bladder outlet obstruction19, v) to accelerate or replace pathology16,20–22, vi) 
to assess tissue microstructures22–24 etc. However, Mueller polarimetric imaging has not become an endoscopic 
imaging technique, to the best of our knowledge, due to the lack of a practical and clinically feasible design.
Progress in constructing an endoscope suitable for partial Mueller polarimetric imaging that can convey 
9/16 of the complete Mueller matrix has been reported25, but does not contain information related to circular 
polarization including circular depolarisation, circular diattenuation. These parameters have turned out to be 
useful26–29 and can be obtained using complete 4 × 4 Mueller polarimetry rather than the partial Mueller polar-
imetry. Additionally, the interpretation method for the 3 × 3 Mueller matrix proposed in30 requires a number of 
assumptions including known circular diattenuation and isotropic depolarisation for orthogonal linear polarisa-
tion. If these assumptions cannot be fully satisfied, there would be discrepancy between the decomposition results 
extracted based on 3 × 3 Mueller matrix decomposition30 and widely used 4 × 4 Mueller matrix polar decompo-
sition11, according to31. Probing the Mueller matrix through a single mode fibre (SMF) was also demonstrated 
with the assumption that the SMF without any polarization dependant loss was equivalent to a retarder with con-
stant phase retardance32. The assumption is invalid in endoscopic environments because the phase retardance of 
SMF changes acutely with bending, twisting and temperature33. As a point-measurement technique, acquisition 
times for individual measurements are not sufficiently short and would take at least 1.94 hours to reconstruct one 
image with one million pixels. Additionally it is highly challenging to miniaturise a switchable mirror32 and a fast 
raster-scanner so as to translate this point-measurement technique to wide field imaging.
Here we demonstrate a wide field high definition Mueller polarimetric endoscope (MPE) with minimal alter-
ation to a rigid endoscope. The MPE inherits the advantages of rigid endoscopes with long life, a large range of 
working distances and low chromatic aberrations, in addition to high definition, wide field of view, and easy 
adaption to standard endoscope light sources as well as endoscopic imaging modalities such as narrow band 
imaging and fluorescence imaging. By imaging birefringent tissue mimicking phantoms and a porcine bladder, 
we show that this novel endoscopic imaging modality is able to provide a number of image contrast mecha-
nisms besides traditional unpolarized radiation intensity, including linear depolarization, circular depolarization, 
cross-polarization, directional birefringence and dichroism. The information contributes to enhancing tissue 
features, and reveals tissue micro-structures. The potential applications of the MPE can benefit many endoscopic 
investigations or provide intra-operative guidance, including for early epithelium cancer diagnosis, surgical mar-
gin detection, energy-based tissue fusion monitoring.
Results
Mueller polarimetric endoscope system design and calibration. States of light polarization (SOPs) 
are characterised by four-element Stokes vectors. A complete description of the transformation of SOPs during 
light matter interactions is thus a 4 × 4 (Mueller) matrix. Besides a light source and an image sensor, a Mueller 
polarimetric imaging system consists of a polarization state generator (PSG) to generate the required SOPs of 
incident light corresponding to minimally four linear independent Stokes vectors and a polarization state analyser 
(PSA) to analyse SOPs of emergent light. PSGs and PSAs have an exact equivalent configuration, and in free-space 
implementations, they usually comprise of a combination of rotatable and removable polarizing components or 
variable retarders made of liquid crystals or electro-optical crystals. Both the illumination and imaging channels 
of an ideal endoscope suitable for Mueller polarimetric imaging would be perfectly polarization maintaining 
so that the design of free-space PSGs and free-space PSAs could be simply duplicated at the proximal ends of 
both the channels. However, illumination channels (Fig. 1(a)) comprise of incoherent fibre bundles made up of 
individual large core diameter optical fibres - for wide and uniform spatial distribution and high transmission 
of luminance as well as good coupling efficiency at the input light port - which thoroughly scramble input SOPs.
Considering that miniaturisation of a free-space PSG is not technically feasible, we designed an endoscope 
sheath made of stainless steel with one end mounted to a motorised rotation stage near the proximal end of the 
rigid endoscope, as displayed in Fig. 1(b). At the distal end of the sheath, a 1/4 wave retarding film was mounted. 
As a result, the rotation could be transmitted by the sheath from the motorised rotation stage near the proximal 
end of the rigid endoscope to the retarding film at its distal end. The distal end of the illumination channel of the 
rigid endoscope was bonded to a linear polarizing film and kept stationary with respect to the PSA and the image 
sensor (a CCD in this work). Both the retarding and linear polarizing films were ring-shaped to avoid interfer-
ence with the endoscope imaging channel. The stationary linear polarizing film and the rotating retarding film 
constituted an endoscopic PSG. The polarization axis of the stationary linear polarizing film was defined as 90°, 
and the fast axis orientations of the rotatable retarding film during one complete acquisition of a Mueller polar-
imetric image were selected as − 45°, 0°, 30° and 60° so that four optimised polarization states were sequentially 
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generated34 via rotating the sheath. The information about the manufacturer and model of the components used 
for the MPE are listed in Methods.
Although the imaging channels of rigid endoscopes may be birefringent35, it is still possible to utilise a 
free-space PSA at the proximal end of the rigid endoscope if the phase retardance induced by the imaging channel 
is calibrated. Calibration is also an essential consideration for Mueller polarimetry because orientations of linear 
polarizers and retarders in PSGs and PSAs are difficult to control precisely and the phase retardance is sensitive to 
wavelength bands and imaging geometry thus normally deviating from their nominal values. Here we proposed a 
two-step method to calibrate the MPE that works in a reflection mode. In the first step, an external free-space PSG 
(un-calibrated) was employed. The imaging channel of the rigid endoscope and the free-space PSA contained 
in the MPE were effectively considered as an “endoscopic PSA”. It is noted that the imaging channel is a phase 
retarder so it does not affect the optimised setting of a free-space PSA. The external PSG and the endoscopic PSA 
constitute a Mueller polarimetric imaging system in transmission mode. The eigenvalue calibration method36 
was used to reverse the instrument matrices of the external PSG and the endoscopic PSA simultaneously. In the 
second step, the external PSG was removed, and a silver mirror which is polarization maintaining was used to 
calculate the instrumental matrix of the endoscopic PSG. The constructed Mueller polarimetric endoscope was 
validated by imaging a linear polarizer and a circular polarizer on top of a highly depolarization-dominant paper 
target as well as the phantom experiment shown in the next section. The typical Mueller matrix elemental errors 
are smaller than 7% and are mainly systematic. The validation results (the 4 × 4 Mueller polarimetric images of 
the polarisers) are provided in Supplementary information 1.
The angle of view of this MPE is 60° and could further reach the angle of view of the rigid endoscope by 
optimising the optics between the endoscope eyepiece and the image sensor. The spatial resolution of the MPE is 
mainly determined by the pixel size of the image sensor employed. The digital image resolution is determined by 
the pixel number of the image sensor which is 1.4 million in this work and is over the 0.92 million pixels for 720p 
HD display. Hence, this polarimetric endoscope is suitable for conventional high definition imaging.
Tissue mimicking phantom studies. The backscattered non-depolarized light can act as a probe to detect 
tissue birefringence and dichroism, and highlight the absorption and scattering within the non-depolarized 
(superficial) volume of tissue. Accordingly, a tissue mimicking phantom with two layers was constructed to assess 
the imaging ability of MPE. A layer was prepared with 2 ml 10%-intralipid and 0.2 ml India ink dissolved in 
100 ml distilled water to simulate tissue scattering and absorption at 546 nm respectively. The scattering prop-
erties about this layer can be found in37. A top layer was made to simulate the tissue birefringent structures and 
compositions within the non-depolarized volume for incident polarized light by cutting out five letters “M” “P” 
“E” “I” “C” from a piece of a transparent birefringent plastic film that was equivalent to a phase retarder. The 
letters were clamped between two microscopic glass slides as displayed in Fig. 2(d). The optic axis orientations 
of “P” and “E” in the first row were 15° rotated from their left letter individually, and the optic axis orientations 
of “I” and “C” were the same. The Mueller polarimetric images of the phantom were acquired by the MPE. The 
working distance of the MPE for this experiment was about 8 cm. The regions near the edges of the field of view 
were empty and were therefore cropped: Fig. 2(a–c, e–f) each showed 0.75 million pixels out of 1.4 million pixels 
and showed an area about 6.5 × 6.5 cm2. The elemental image in the first row and column of the 4 × 4 Mueller 
matrix images m11 corresponds to unpolarized radiometric imaging38 and was used to compare with the recon-
structed polarization images. The Mueller matrix images were then divided by m11 to generate a normalised form 
of Mueller matrix which were demonstrated in Supplementary information 1. The normalised Mueller matrix 
images were interpreted based on the polar decomposition method11 to obtain the specific polarization properties 
of interest, namely, linear depolarization, circular depolarization, diattenuation (quantifying dichroism) as well 
as phase retardance and the optic axis orientation of retardance that quantitatively represents directional birefrin-
gence, and are displayed in Fig. 2.
Although scattering from parts of the randomly orientated micro-facets of the rough letter edges helped to 
visualise some of the letters in the unpolarized image, as shown in Fig. 2(a), it was difficult to differentiate the 
letters from the substrate by unpolarized imaging. The linear depolarization of the substrate layer (about 0.85) was 
lower than its circular depolarization (about 0.98), demonstrated in Fig. 2(b,c). This trend in the turbid media was 
also reported in the literature17,39. The substrate layer of the phantom was isotropic in terms of refractive index, so 
Figure 1. (a) A rigid endoscope consists of an imaging channel and an illumination channel. (b) The Mueller 
polarimetric endoscope consists of a stainless steel sheath, a motorised rotation stage, a rigid endoscope, 
a polarization state analyser (PSA) and a CCD image sensor. The part that rotates during acquisition is 
represented in red, and the stationary part is in purple. (c) A photo of the Mueller polarimetric endoscope.
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it was only depolarizing, and demonstrated negligible diattenuation and phase retardance. The optic axis orienta-
tion of practically zero phase retardance was not a number and was assigned as 0° in Fig. 2(f). In the phase retard-
ance image in Fig. 2(e), five birefringent letters were remarkably different from the non-birefringent substrate. 
Since the letters were made from the same piece of birefringent film, they showed a similar phase retardance 
value. The optic axis orientations of the letters are quantitatively visualised in Fig. 2(f) and were in accordance to 
the expectation of the 15° rotation between the “M” “P” “E” letters and the same orientation for the “I” and “C”.
The diattenuation of the letters in Fig. 2(g) was as weak as the substrate because the letters were not dichroic, 
but was slightly enhanced at the letter edges because the micro-facets singly scattered the light resulting in a 
higher diattenuation. Therefore, this phantom study demonstrated that the MPE is able to detect birefringence in 
the non-depolarized volume of turbid media in a reflection geometry. The reconstructed images showing phase 
retardance and the optic axis orientation demonstrate obvious advantages to the unpolarized image when con-
sidering turbid media birefringence.
To further illustrate the ability of the MPE to resolve the optic axis of phase retardance, the top layer of the 
phantom was replaced with a quarter retarder (WPQ10E-546, Thorlabs Ltd. Ely, UK, phase retardance character-
ised as 83°). The retarder was sequentially rotated from 0° to 170° with a step of 10° and imaged using the MPE. 
The unpolarized radiometric intensity remained the same during rotation with a value 0.929 ± 0.013, as expected. 
Nevertheless, the MPE was able to reveal the orientations of the optic axis of the top layer of the phantom, as rep-
resented by the blue circles in Fig. 2(h) which are distributed around the predicted line indicated in red (the step 
size was measured as 9.9951° ± 0.5472°, close to the actual value of 10°). The phase retardance was measured to 
be 165.931° ± 5.047° as the non-depolarized backscattered light returns through the retarding film resulting in a 
double pass geometry. The linear depolarization and circular depolarization were essentially the same during the 
rotation of the top retarder layer (0.949 ± 0.005 and 0.831 ± 0.004 respectively) since the change of optic axis did 
not interfere with the scattering and absorption in the substrate. The diattenuation was as low as 0.029 ± 0.004 
and also did not change very much with rotation. This experiment indicated that the MPE can accurately resolve 
the optic axis of phase retardance.
Ex vivo tissue study. Experiments were performed on a porcine bladder to demonstrate that the MPE can 
reveal features that are either difficult to resolve or not resolvable for unpolarized endoscope by providing addi-
tional image contrast mechanisms including linear depolarization, circular depolarization and directional bire-
fringence. The working distance of the MPE for this experiment was about 8 cm. The figures demonstrated in 
this section showed 1.07 million pixels out of 1.4 million pixels and showed an area about 7.8 × 7.8 cm2. The 
bladder was continuously distended using two clamps, one of which was fixed while the other one was mounted 
on a linear translation stage oriented away from the first clamp. The displacement of the linear translation stage 
ranged from 0 to 28 mm with a step size of 1 mm and MPE images were recorded for each step. The acquired 
Mueller polarimetric images shown in Supplementary information 1 were decomposed into specific polarization 
images based on polar decomposition11. The decomposed results are shown in a Supplementary video (with the 
video legend in Supplementary information 1) and two representative sets of the results without (displacement of 
0 mm) and with distention (displacement of 15 mm) are displayed in this section. Regions that were saturated in 
Figure 2. Results of the tissue mimicking phantom experiment. (a) unpolarized image (showing an area 
about 6.5 × 6.5 cm2), (b) circular depolarization image, (c) linear depolarization image, (d) a photo of the 
phantom using a normal camera, (e) phase retardance image, (f) optic axis orientation image, (g) diattenuation 
image, (h) The top layer of the phantom was replaced with a quarter wave retarder rotated from 0° to 170° 
with a step of 10°. The horizontal and vertical axes are actual and measured orientation of optic axis of the 
quarter wave retarder. The fast axis orientations detected by the MPE are represented by the blue circle and are 
distributed around the predicted red diagonal line.
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at least one of the raw images used to reconstruct Mueller polarimetric images were invalid and are enclosed by 
the blue lines in the figures shown in this section.
The circular depolarization shown in Fig. 3(b) was higher than the linear depolarization in Fig. 3(c) overall, 
which is similar to the trend of the tissue mimicking phantom illustrated in the last section as well as many 
biological tissues including porcine fat, tendon, artery, myocardium29, liver, tendon, kidney cortex, brain, myo-
cardium muscle, and loin muscle40, human skin basal cell carcinoma15, human colon39, etc. Larger circular depo-
larization than linear depolarization observed here is typically associated with Rayleigh-like scattering29,39,40, 
resulting from scattering by the particles in tissue much smaller than light wavelength like cell organelles41, as 
well as the particles the sizes of which are comparative to or larger than light wavelength but the relative refractive 
indices of which are close to unity42. Therefore, the relative comparison between linear and circular depolarisation 
may be used to reveal information about tissue scattering29,39,40, particularly, about the size and relative refractive 
index of scatterers26,28. It is noted that the absolute values of linear and circular depolarization are affected by both 
tissue absorption and scattering represented by absorption coefficients, scattering coefficients and scattering ani-
sotropy25,40,43–45. Spatially random orientated tissue absorbers in bulk tissue attenuate the linearly and circularly 
polarised light without preference, and do not influence the characteristic length of depolarisation for linearly 
and circularly polarised light46, and therefore the ratio between linear and circular depolarisation should be less 
dependent on tissue absorption. The difference between tissue circular and linear depolarization obtained by the 
MPE can help to investigate tissue scattering, and how to use the circular and linear depolarisation information to 
quantify the scatter size and reduce the influence of absorption still requires further studies.
The circular depolarization image and the linear depolarization image were correlated. Both images demon-
strated enhanced visualisation of superficial structures on the serosa of the bladder compared to the unpolar-
ized image shown in Fig. 3(a). Epithelial cancer makes up about 85% of all cancers47. It is therefore important 
to enhance image information of the superficial epithelial tissue volume to detect early epithelial cancers. 
Figure 3(d) shows the cross-polarization image conveying information from deeper tissue, because this image 
was mainly generated from multiply-scattered deeper penetrating photons. The cross-polarization image can be 
used to identify micro-vascular structures of interest3. In comparison, the unpolarized technique convoluted the 
information from the superficial and deeper parts and therefore cannot achieve as good image contrast as depo-
larization imaging and cross-polarization imaging.
The influence of distention on the polarization properties of bladder can be assessed by comparing the images 
in the first and second row of Fig. 3. Circular depolarization in Fig. 3(f) is still higher than linear depolarization 
in Fig. 3(g), because distension did not change the dominance of Rayleigh scattering. The distention did not 
cause a significant change on the linear depolarization properties which can be observed from Fig. 3(c,g), but 
led to a subtle rise of circular depolarization, in particular for the upper left region that can be observed between 
Fig. 3(b,f). It is difficult to observe differences resulting from the distention in the unpolarized images (Fig. 3(a,e)) 
and cross-polarization images (Fig. 3(d,h)) except the displacement due to the stretch.
Two square sub-regions (80 × 80 pixels) on the bladder named ROI1 and ROI2 in Fig. 3(a–d) obtained with 
the non-distended bladder, and two square sub-regions (80 × 80 pixels) named ROI3 and ROI4 in Fig. 3(e–h) 
obtained with distention indicated were selected as examples to demonstrate that Mueller polarimetric endoscope 
is able to reveal features that are either difficult to resolve or not resolvable by unpolarized endoscope imaging. 
The unpolarized, circular depolarization, linear depolarization and cross-polarization data for these sub-regions 
Figure 3. The images from the first to the fourth column are respectively unpolarized images, circular 
depolarization images, linear depolarization images, and cross polarization images of the bladder. Each 
image showed an area about 7.8 × 7.8 cm2. (a–d) are the images obtained when the bladder was not distended 
and (e,f) are those obtained when the bladder was under distention. Two regions on the bladder named ROI1 
and ROI2 in (a–d) and two regions named ROI3 and ROI4 in (e–h) indicated with rectangular boxes were used 
for further analysis. Regions enclosed by the blue lines were invalid due to pixel saturation in at least one of the 
raw images for Mueller polarimetric image reconstruction.
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are displayed in Fig. 4(a). It is noted that the range of the grey scale for each image in Fig. 4(a) was individually 
adjusted such that 0.5% of pixels is saturated at low and high grey levels of that image for an intuitive comparison, 
because unpolarised light intensity images and reconstructed depolarisation images have different physical mean-
ings as well as different pixel value distribution. The contrast enhancement by Mueller polarimetric imaging was 
further explored by examining the image statistics of these datasets. Image contrast was quantitatively assessed by 
employing two metrics – the grey-level co-occurrence matrix analysis (GLCM)48 (a widely used method for tex-
ture contrast analysis in an image) and the mean value of image gradient magnitudes that can be used to denote 
sharpness of texture in the image. The image contrast values calculated with the two metrics are displayed below 
each sub-image in Fig. 4(a), and higher values are better.
In ROI1, two superficial diagonal linear (fibrous) structures labelled with green arrows can be more clearly 
observed in the circular and linear depolarization images than the unpolarized image. In terms of gradient analy-
sis of ROI1, the circular depolarization provided the highest image contrast, and was 46% higher than the unpo-
larized image. The contrast in the linear depolarization image and the cross-polarization image increased by 
28% and 39% respectively. The GLCM analysis of ROI1 demonstrated a similar trend with contrast increased 
by 192%, 490% and 50% for circular depolarization, linear depolarization and cross-polarization imaging com-
pared to unpolarized imaging. In ROI2, the depolarization images visualised similar superficial fibre structures 
to those in ROI1 that cannot be resolved by unpolarized imaging. Although a deeper blood vessel indicated by a 
red arrow can be seen in the corresponding unpolarized image, the boundary of the vessel appeared sharper in 
the cross-polarization image. The image content of the cross-polarization image and depolarization images have 
little correlation, as the enhanced vessel in the cross-polarization image was entirely unobservable in the depo-
larization images. The image contrast of ROI2 was improved by 44%, 34% and 40% for circular depolarization, 
linear depolarization and cross-polarization respectively in terms of the mean image gradient, and 117%, 215% 
and 85% correspondingly for GLCM contrast analysis. In ROI3 and ROI4, similar contrast enhancement effects 
by the depolarization images and the cross-polarization images are also observed, and are in accordance to the 
rise of image gradient and GLCM contrast compared with that of the unpolarized images.
The images of the bladder without distention were then segmented into 77 sub-regions (55 × 55 pixels) indi-
cated by the 7 × 11 blue grid in Fig. 4(b) for contrast analysis. The analysis showed that the contrast of the cir-
cular depolarization, the linear depolarization and cross-polarization images was almost always higher than the 
corresponding unpolarized image for all the individual sub-regions. The charts of the average image contrast of 
the 77 sub-regions are exhibited in Fig. 4(c), in which the upper graph was obtained from gradient analysis, and 
the bottom was the result of GLCM contrast analysis, and the red error bar represents the standard deviation of 
image contrast data of the 77 sub-regions. Circular depolarization and linear depolarization contained enhanced 
superficial information; cross polarization images can better visualise deeper tissue.
Figure 4. (a) The first to the fourth column present the unpolarized, circular depolarization, linear 
depolarization and cross-polarization images of the four sub-regions named ROI 1–4 indicated by the 
squares in Fig. 3. Two superficial diagonal linear (fibrous) structures in ROI1 are labelled with green arrows 
and a deeper blood vessel in ROI2 is indicated by a red arrow. The image contrast values calculated from 
image gradient magnitudes and grey-level co-occurrence matrix are displayed on the bottom of each sub-
image correspondingly. The images of the bladder without distention in (b), and with distention in (d) were 
individually segmented into 77 sub-regions indicated by the 7 × 11 blue grid. The contrast was analysed for each 
sub-region by calculating image gradient and GLCM contrast of the sub-region. The charts of average image 
contrast for all the 77 sub-regions when the bladder was without distention in (c) and was with distention in  
(e). The upper graph was obtained from gradient analysis, and the bottom was the result of GLCM contrast 
analysis. The red error bar represents the standard deviation of image contrast data of the 77 sub-regions.
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The quantitative analysis of image contrast for the bladder with distention was conducted in the same way. 
The images were segmented into 77 sub-regions shown by the blue grid in Fig. 4(d). As shown in the charts of 
the average image contrast displayed in Fig. 4(e), the contrast was enhanced by polarimetric images, and the 
enhancement trends are similar to those without distention in Fig. 4(c). In summary, all these depolarization 
and depolarization-related (cross-polarization) results suggest that by probing the information related to tissue 
depolarization, MPE can improve the visibility of superficial details of tissue. Deeper tissue features like blood 
vessels are enhanced by providing cross-polarization images, and therefore the MPE is superior to traditional 
unpolarized endoscopes.
Structures consisting of birefringent collagen and elastin, that traditional unpolarized endoscopes cannot 
visualise, have a critical role in detection of epithelial cancer49, obstructive disease of bladders50, etc. As was 
demonstrated in the phantom study, MPE was able to detect birefringence in non-depolarized (superficial) vol-
umes of turbid media in reflection mode, while unpolarized imaging was not. Hence the MPE can provide a 
practical way for wide field high resolution imaging of collagen and elastin51 resulting from their anisotropic 
microstructures. The serosa of bladder imaged here is known to consist of mainly collagen and elastin fibrils 
according to second harmonic generation microscopy19 and electronic microscopy studies52.
The polarization images described above were further evaluated by creating images of the phase retardance 
and optical axis orientation, as shown in Fig. 5. When there was no distension, the phase retardance of the bladder 
serosa was successfully observed and appeared to be spatially varying – see Fig. 5(b). The orientations of optic axis 
across the entire image also spatially varied with most of the orientation values in the range from − 40° to 80°, as 
exhibited in Fig. 5(c). After being distended, the phase retardance of the bladder displayed in Fig. 5(f) increased, 
and the optic axis orientations became more uniform across the image with values in the range from − 30° to 40° 
exhibited in Fig. 5(g). A continuous increase in the phase retardance and the optic axis orientation uniformity 
with distention can be better seen in the Supplementary Video. This occurs because the spatially disordered 
anisotropic micro-structures of collagen and elastin become better aligned due to the applied one dimensional 
mechanical force in the distension process. These subtle changes were apparently not detectable by unpolarized 
imaging in Fig. 5(a,e).
It was also found that the increase in retardance that is observed in Fig. 5(f) was correlated with the increase 
in depolarization shown in Fig. 3(f), particularly for the upper left part of the bladder. This indicates that the rise 
of depolarization may be caused by rise of phase retardance, as corroborated by other studies4,53. The results illus-
trates that MPE is sensitive to the existence of birefringent structures of tissue and their subtle variations that are 
not resolvable by unpolarized endoscope imaging. Note that the diattenuation of the bladder was weak, as shown 
in Fig. 5(d,h), which is in accordance to many studies in tissue polarimetry7,17,54.
Discussion
We have demonstrated a wide field high definition Mueller polarimetric endoscope with a minimally altered rigid 
endoscope system to reduce the cost and simplify the administrative approval procedures. It is compatible with 
existing infrastructure for minimally invasive surgery and robotic assisted surgery as well as techniques for nar-
row band imaging and fluorescence imaging. The associated design, calibration and image reconstruction proce-
dures were also specified. By imaging birefringent tissue mimicking phantoms and a porcine bladder, we showed 
that this novel endoscopic imaging modality comprehensively characterized tissue polarization properties by 
measuring Mueller matrices, and thus provided a number of useful image contrast mechanisms besides tradi-
tional unpolarized radiation intensity, including linear depolarization, circular depolarization, cross-polarization, 
Figure 5. The images from the first to the fourth column are respectively unpolarized image, retardance 
image, optic axis orientation map, diattenuation images of the bladder. Each image showed an area about 
7.8 × 7.8 cm2. (a–d) are the images obtained when the bladder was not under distention and (e,f) are those 
obtained when the bladder was under distention. Regions enclosed by the blue lines were invalid due to pixel 
saturation in at least one of the raw images for Mueller polarimetric image reconstruction.
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directional birefringence and dichroism. This information contributes to enhancing tissue features of interest, 
and additionally revealing tissue micro-structures, which is of central importance for tissue diagnosis and image 
guidance for surgery. Polar decomposition was adopted in this paper since it was introduced earlier into tissue 
polarimetry and is widely used in practice7,14,19,40. We note that considering tissues are layered structures, the 
emerging differential decomposition method for Mueller matrices may be closer to reality55. Whether differential 
decomposition offers a significant advantage is still under study in this field.
The potential applications of MPE can benefit the whole spectrum of endoscopic investigations and 
intra-operative guidance, including wide field early epithelial cancer diagnosis, surgical margin detection and 
tissue fusion monitoring.
Methods
The MPE setup. The rigid endoscope employed in this paper is a laparoscope of 0° viewing angle (HOPKINS II, 
Karl Storz GmbH & Co. KG, Tüttlingen, Germany) which is widely used to inspect and diagnose conditions or 
perform minimally invasive surgery mostly in the abdomen or pelvis through small incisions. The design is fully 
adaptable to the other types of rigid endoscopes. The light source was a commercial illumination system with a 
high pressure Mercury lamp (Lumen 200Pro, Prior Scientific Instruments Ltd. Cambridge, UK) and a band pass 
filter centred at 543 nm with 22 nm bandwidth (FF01-543/22-25, Semrock Inc. New York, US). A light guide 
delivered the light into the illumination channel of the rigid endoscope. The endoscope sheath was made based 
on a stainless steel tube with the external diameter 12.7 mm and internal diameter 10.9 mm, and was mounted 
on the motorized rotation stage (PRM1/MZ8, Thorlabs Ltd. Ely, UK) via a customized adapter. The ring-shaped 
retarding film and linear polarizer used at the distal end of the sheath was processed from a low cost polymer 
retarder film and polarizing laminated film with extinction ratio larger than 500:1 (Visible linear polarizing lam-
inated film, Edmund Optics Ltd. York, UK). The retardance of the polymer retarder film at 543 nm is about 85°. 
The PSA was a motorized fast change filter wheel (FW103H/M, Thorlabs Ltd. Ely, UK) containing four linear 
polarizers with extinction ratio 9000:1 (High contrast plastic linear polarizer, Edmund Optics Ltd. York, UK) 
orientated at − 45° 0° 45° 90° respectively and two circular polarizers (Edmund Optics Ltd. York, UK) with one 
left polarized and the other right polarized. The image sensor was a scientific CCD camera (Retiga-Exi, QImaging 
Co. Surrey, Canada). The shortest acquisition time the system can achieve is about 15 seconds per Mueller pola-
rimetric image, limited by the slower PSG rotation stage. The acquisition time for the phantom and tissue exper-
iments was about 30 seconds. Image processing would be useful to reduce the motion artefacts for the future in 
vivo studies. We are also developing a much faster Mueller polarimetric endoscope system based on a non-time 
sequential PSA and a PSG based on a faster motor to make acquisition in real time. Image registration for stacks 
of multispectral and polarization-resolved images acquired over similar time periods has previously been demon-
strated using algorithms developed by ourselves and our collaborators56,57.
Eigen value calibration. Calibration is a procedure to determine the real instrumental matrices of a PSG 
and a PSA, which normally deviate from their nominal expectations. It is an essential consideration in polar-
imetry. E. Compain et al. proposed the eigenvalue calibration method (ECM)36, which turned out reliable and 
general58–60.The ECM takes advantage of measuring calibration reference samples so as to obtain a proper group 
of system responses of the polarimeters. Normally, such a group of responses includes a null response, linear diat-
tenuation responses and linear retardance responses to construct the real instrumental matrices of a PSG and a 
PSA at the same time. The ECM does not rely on any assumptions about the polarimeter operations or calibration 
samples. The retardance, diattenuation and the orientation of the calibration samples do not need to be precisely 
known. The ECM was used here to reverse the instrument matrices of the external PSG and the endoscopic 
PSA simultaneously. The calibration samples used were air, a linear polariser orientated at 0° (defined) and 90° 
(approxiamtely) and a quarter waveplate (phase retardance about 85°) with the fast axis orientated at about 30°.
Polarization image reconstruction based on polar decomposition of Mueller matrix and the 
units of parameters. A physically realizable Mueller matrix can be decomposed into a sequence of three 
matrix factors representing depolarization M∆, retardance MR and diattenuation MD according to11, expressed by
= ∆M M M M (1)R D
The principle depolarization factors are contained in the bottom right 3 × 3 sub-matrix m∆ of the depolariza-
tion matrix M∆11 which can be represented by11,
λ
λ
λ
=










∆
−m P P
1 0 0
0 2 0
0 0 3 (2)
1
where λ1, λ2 and λ3 are the eigenvalues of m∆, and P is a matrix composed of the eigenvectors of m∆. (1 − λ1) 
and (1 − λ2) correspond to the depolarization values for two linear polarization states and the average of these 
two depolarization values ∆ L was used to reconstruct linear depolarization image. ∆ L (∆ L = 1 − λ3) corresponds 
to depolarization for circular polarization states and was used for the reconstruction of circular depolarization 
image. ∆ L and ∆ C range from 0 (corresponding to the non-depolarized) to 1 (referring to the fully depolarized) 
with arbitrary units.
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The retardance image was reconstructed from the trace of MR as displayed in the following equation11.
=



−



−R tr MRcos ( )
2
11
The range is from 0° to 180°. The orientation of optic axis ranging from − 90° to 90° is calculated according to19
θ =
−
−
− M M
M M
1
2
tan
(5)
R R
R R
1 23 32
31 13
The diattenuation value D for the reconstruction of diattenuation image can be readily obtained from the 
second, the third and the fourth element in the first row of a Mueller matrix represented by m12, m13 and m14 
respectively as shown in the following equation,
= + +D m m m (6)12
2
13
2
14
2
Polar decomposition was adopted in this paper since it is widely used into tissue polarimetry7,14,19,40. We note 
that considering tissues are layered structures, the emerging differential decomposition method for Mueller 
matrices may be closer to reality55.
Tissue sample preparation. An ex vivo porcine urinary bladder was harvested from a Large White pig 
post mortem. The experiment in this manuscript did not involve any live animals. This pig was originally used for 
experiments conducted by a separate research group, and was terminated in accordance with UK Home Office 
animal licence regulations. A region about the middle 1/3 of the bladder between the ureter and the urethra was 
transacted, and lateral traction was applied to the open bladder with two clamps.
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